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“We are living through the single biggest change in the religious and 

cultural landscape of Britain for centuries, even millennia. It is not simply 

that the number identifying with non-Christian religions has been growing 

and the number who identify as Christian falling, but that those who say 

they have ‘no religion’ (but are not necessarily secular) are now the 

majority. Britain is diverse in a new way.” 

July 2018 

Charles Clarke (former Sec of State for Education) & Prof Linda Woodhead (Prof of Sociology of Religion at  
Lancaster University http://faithdebates.org.uk/education/a-new-settlement-revised/  
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Growth in “Christian – no 
denomination” 

No change in Catholics so far: defections 
compensated by immigration  

Big growth in “nones”, big decline in CofE 

Religion & Belief identity in Britain – 1983-2017 

Growth in 
Islam/Muslims 
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Younger people less likely to identify with a religion… 
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Pentecostal & new churches – evangelical & charismatic… 
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“Over time, as older, more traditional Anglicans die out and the CofE 

continues its precipitous decline, that balance may change. In the process the 

CofE [may change] from a moderate religion of the people to a 

more sectarian religion for an evangelical minority. In that case, the views 

of  Church leaders will, eventually, prevail over those of laity.” 

http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/brexit/2018/09/20/how-anglicans-tipped-the-brexit-vote/  

Church of England swings towards evangelism as it declines… 
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Around half with no religious identity have a broadly humanist worldview…  

Low vs BSA (50% average 2014-16) 

Religious identity &  
humanist answers = 11% 

YouGov online poll of 4085 people for Humanists UK published June 2017 

https://humanism.org.uk/2017/06/15/new-poll-shows-one-in-five-are-humanists-and-a-third-hold-humanist-beliefs/
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Rough projection to 2040…  

British Social Attitude Survey (3-year average 2013-15):  
• Total split 2013-15 around same as age 45-54 split 2013-15 
• Implies 2040 around same as age 20-30 in 2013-15 (mean 15-24 & 25-34) 

NOW 2040? 

Humanist 
worldview 
25-30% 

Humanist 
worldview  
20-25% 



Many people who identify with a religion don’t share all its beliefs… 
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Religion philosophically:  “A systematic and practical attempt by human beings to find meaning in 
the world and their place in it, in terms of their relationship to something transcendent”. (Crane) 
Religion Sociologically: Belief + Belonging + Behaviour 
Belief: ‘Treating information as true in the generation of further thought & behaviour’ (Lanman) 

Jon Lanman (2008) "In Defence of_Belief"  

British Catholics age 15-25 

“Complex Catholicism” - The Lives and Faith of Young Catholics in England and Wales today (2018) 
Tim Crane (2017) “The Meaning of Belief”  
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Religiosity score:    0 (not at all)                       1                 2                 3           4        5……….10  
                                                                                                                                                     (very)  

“Regardless of whether you belong to a particular 

religion, how religious would you say you are? 

Responses from 1055 UK non-religious people in 2016 

European Social Survey Round 8 Data (2016). Data file edition 1.0. NSD - Norwegian Centre for Research Data, Norway 
– Data Archive and distributor of ESS data for ESS ERIC. 

Many ‘nones’ say they are, to a limited degree, ‘religious’…  

Survey of 1942 people, 54% saying they did not belong to a particular religion 
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Our future: “Cultural super-diversity” 
 

Majority with: 
• No religious identity - diverse beliefs & practices 

– Including  “don’t care”  

• Around half with broadly humanist worldview 
• Many from faith backgrounds 
• Evolving… 

 
Substantial minority  with: 
• Diverse religious identities 
• Diverse views within each identity 
• Higher average religiosity 

(including higher proportion of evangelicals,  
Pentecostals & charismatics among Anglicans & other Christians) 

 
This situation is unique in history.  
Can we/should we help make it work? 

 



• Humanists UK Strategy: “We want a world where everyone lives 

cooperatively on the basis of shared human values, respect for human rights, 

and concern for future generations.” 

 

• Promote understanding/recognition of Humanism & Secularism 

o Humanists as positive players in local community 

 

• Personal interest & fulfilment 

 

 

 

 See Humanists UK website: "Dialogue with others"  

Case for humanist engagement in Dialogue with others 

https://humanism.org.uk/community/dialogue-with-others/
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Dialogue 
recommendations 

https://corablivingwithdifference.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/living-with-difference-online.pdf  
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• Dialogue of Life – just doing things together 
 

• Dialogue of Social Action – joint activities, foodbanks…. 
 

• Dialogue of Theological exchange – scriptural reasoning, 
shared heritage… 
 

• Dialogue of “Spiritual” Experience – joint silence,  
meditation, services…. 
 

• Dialogue of Discussion & Exchange…… 

 
* Rev Jenny Ramsden, Touchstone, Bradford 

…and where humanists might contribute 

Conceptual types of dialogue – a Christian perspective* 
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Types of discussion & exchange 
(“Dialogue, not Debate”)… 
 
1. “Interfaith dialogue” &  

participative action via  
established organisations 
Humanism as constructive presence 
 

2. Public events 
 
 

3. Private bilateral dialogue series  
& actions 
 
 

4. Informal dialogue  



“Interfaith” excludes the non religious... 

Objections & snags… 
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From Humanists UK website: 

 
“Humanism is not a ‘faith’ but can share certain 
concerns and issues with religious groups…  
 
By working on initiatives that are inclusive 
humanists help to add to social cohesion.” 



How can we be in friendly dialogue 

and campaign against religious 

privilege at the same time? 

Objections & snags… 
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They’re complementary: constructive engagement 
undermines black-&-white “anti-religious bigots” 
attack.  
Pushes everyone to engage with facts & complexity. 
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St.Ethelburga’s: “Good Disagreement” model* 
• Bad disagreement – black-&-white thinking, polarisation, conflict… 
• Good disagreement – opens contention up in way that enriches understanding 

& enhances relationships 
 

To shift from combat move to complexity: 

*Based on Prof Simon Keyes “Good Disagreement” seminar (St.Ethelburga’s Centre for Reconciliation and Peace)  
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Objections & snags… 

• Not mutually exclusive  
• It’s one important dimension 
• Doing something better than  

doing nothing 

Is religion/belief the most important dimension for dialogue? 

May boost status of faith & faith leaders 
Why not dialogue across culture, generation, class, 
education….? 
 



You only get to talk to the liberals. What about the others? 

Objections & snags… 

Pluralism vs Totalitarianism 
Dialogue supports & strengthen moderates 
Helps to fight alongside others for shared values 



I can’t respect beliefs I think are ridiculous or institutions I 
think are malign. 

 
 

Objections & snags… 
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• Can respect good people/things important to them 
• Behaviour trumps belief 
• Don’t equate “religion”  & “belief” 
• Be aware of People v faith v institutions 

(Catholics/Catholicism/Catholic Church) 
• Personal relations can trump identity politics 



Three positions: 

1. “Exclusivist-Repudiation”:  only one truth, mine! 
2. “Inclusivist-Toleration”: my tradition closest to truth, but 

“our glimpsing of God can only be measured by the 
Christian conceptual framework”.  

3. “Pluralist-Acceptance”:  any religion with “vitality and 
transformative power” has “a glimpse of the whole of 
reality…but it is a partial view”.  
All right, none completely right - “blind people & the 
elephant” 

Are these the humanist positions? 

1. “Rejectionist-Hostility”  - all religions undesirable. Only reason to engage is 
to win. 

2. “Rejectionist - Acceptance”: all religions human phenomena, with good & 
bad features.  
Engagement identifies common ground for action (& disagreement). 
Challenge may help develop our/others’ thinking.  

Christians have similar issues… 



Some people are just not that interested…or actively 
opposed. 

 
  

Objections & snags… 
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• Those not interested won’t participate 
• No-one has a veto on others doing so 



It’s just talk. Where’s the action? What’s the objective? 

“In my town [Luton], the Sikh leaders, the Christian leaders, the 
Muslim leaders get together once a year and have their picture 
taken for the paper. That’s interfaith. It’s useless.” (Tommy 
Robinson) 

Objections & snags… 
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If that’s all, he’s right, but:  
• Talking is action if it improves trust 
• Builds foundation in case later events would divide 
• Common ground may empower joint action  
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Example: Standing Together against anti-Muslim backlash… 

One of a series of demos in  centre of Kingston organised by Kingston Inter Faith Forum 



LIBERALISM 

NATIONALISM &  

AUTHORITARIANISM 

KLEPTOCRACY 

NATIONALISM 

AUTHORITARIANISM 

(RELIGIOUS) 

NATIONALISM 

AUTHORITARIANISM 

(RIGHT) 

NATIONALISM 

AUTHORITARIANISM 

(LEFT) 

Wider context – tectonic plates shifting…. 



27 dialogue-officer@humanism.org.uk 

“We want a world where everyone lives cooperatively on the 
basis of shared human values, respect for human rights, and 
concern for future generations.” 
 
So what should we do?... 


